WIRB-Copernicus Group and Certara to Co-sponsor Inaugural Lasker Lessons in Leadership Events for International Postgraduate Medical Research Students

This program, which has been developed by the Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation in collaboration with the International Biomedical Research Alliance and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Oxford-Cambridge Scholars Program, will begin on May 19 at the ...
Alim Louis Benabid, Pioneer in Treatment of Parkinson’s Disease, Receives Lasker Foundation Award

Prof. Alim-Louis Benabid, chairman of the board of the French bio-medical research center Clinatec and member of the French Académie des Sciences, has been named co-winner of the prestigious 2014 Lasker-DeBakey Clinical Medical Research Award by the ... 

Reuters
September 8, 2014

Parkinson's, cancer findings earn medical prizes

This combination of undated photos provided by the The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation shows Dr. Alim Louis Benabid, of Joseph Fourier University in Grenoble, France, left, and Dr. Mahlon Delong of Emory University in Atlanta. The pair will share the ...

Medical Xpress
September 8, 2014

National contest recognizes UI student’s idea to fund medical research

When the Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation asked for creative ways to overcome a decade-long crisis in U.S. medical research funding, Nick Andresen proposed creating a centralized online database where potential donors could learn about credible scientific ...

medicine.uiowa.edu
August 26, 2014

WIRB-Copernicus Group and Certara to Co-sponsor Inaugural Lasker Lessons in Leadership Events for International Postgraduate Medical Research Students

This program, which has been developed by the Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation in collaboration with the International Biomedical Research Alliance and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Oxford-Cambridge Scholars Program, will begin on May 19 at the ...
Genetic Testing For BRCA Is A Personal Decision

Earlier this week, geneticist Mary-Claire King received a much-deserved Lasker Foundation award for contributions to ... Not surprisingly, King’s proposal for universal BRCA testing has generated some controversy among advocates in the field including ...

Alim Louis Benabid, Pioneer in Treatment of Parkinson’s Disease, Receives Lasker Foundation Award

“Their work has culminated in an effective treatment for more than 100,000 individuals worldwide with severe illness who suffer from the complications of levodopa therapy,” the Lasker Foundation’s award citation explains. “Through their open-minded ...

The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation Announces Winners of Essay Contest

NEW YORK, Aug. 25, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation, a longtime advocate of medical research, today announced the winners of its inaugural essay contest which asked medical and health professions students and fellows to offer ...

Dr. Dan Littman to Give Keynote Address at Second Lasker Lessons in Leadership Workshop for International Postgraduate Medical Research Students
This student education program, which was developed by the Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation in collaboration with the International Biomedical Research Alliance and the NIH Oxford-Cambridge Scholars Program, is co-sponsored by WCG and Certara. Lasker ...
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**Lasker Foundation president to address HIV/AIDS in women**

Claire Pomeroy, president of the Lasker Foundation, will address "The Epidemic Without Headlines: Confronting the HIV/AIDS Epidemic in Women" on Nov. 20. Pomeroy’s remarks are part of the Emory Center for AIDS Research Network Gathering and Pizza Party ...
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**Presenters will share best practices and discuss personal experiences pertaining to getting scientific research published**

This student education program, which was developed by the Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation in collaboration with the International Biomedical Research Alliance and the NIH Oxford-Cambridge Scholars Program, is co-sponsored by WCG and Certara. Lasker ...

Market Watch
August 4, 2015
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**NIH and Lasker Foundation announce first Clinical Research Scholar**

University of Pennsylvania researcher Dr. Nehal N. Mehta joins NIH as part of unique partnership Nehal N. Mehta, M.D., has been named the inaugural Lasker Clinical Research Scholar, through a joint initiative of The National Institutes of Health and the ...
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**Lasker Foundation Suspends Its Awards**
IN a surprise move, the Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation has decided not to make its medical and scientific awards this year. The awards of $15,000 each are among the most prestigious American prizes in the field. The foundation's executive vice president ...
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Lasker Foundation Appoints New President

NEW YORK, Jan. 23, 2013 /PRNewswire/ -- The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation, which for 68 years has championed the greatest advances in medical research, announced today the appointment of Claire Pomeroy, M.D., M.B.A., as President of the Lasker Foundation.
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Mentors of UF doctors win prestigious award from Lasker Foundation

The mentors of two University of Florida doctors were among the winners of the Lasker Foundation’s prestigious Lasker-DeBakey Clinical Medical Research Award. Dr. Mahlon DeLong, a neurologist at the Emory University School of Medicine, and Alim-Louis ...
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Parkinson's, cancer findings earn medical prizes

NEW YORK (AP) — Key discoveries about breast cancer, Parkinson's disease and the body's handling of defective proteins have earned prestigious medical awards for five scientists. The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation announced the winners Monday.
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Our Era of Preventive Genetic Screening: Brought to You in Part by Mary-Claire King

This is a watershed moment for all genetic testing, which is currently used in a highly ... respected researcher who has been honored by her peers, the prestigious Lasker Foundation, and even Hollywood (Helen Hunt played King in this indie film released ...

Forbes
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Alim Louis Benabid, Pioneer in Treatment of Parkinson’s Disease, Receives Lasker Foundation Award

GRENOBLE, France--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Prof. Alim-Louis Benabid, chairman of the board of the French bio-medical research center Clinatec and member of the French Académie des Sciences, has been named co-winner of the prestigious 2014 Lasker~DeBakey Clinical ...
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September 8, 2014
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Lasker Foundation Begins Search for Next President

The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation has embarked upon a global search for its next president to lead its operations. The Foundation is best known for the annual “Lasker Awards in Medical Research,” often referred to as America’s Nobel Prizes.
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Two Columbia Professors Win Lasker Foundation Awards for Their Work in Biological Sciences

Two Columbia professors have won prestigious Lasker Foundation Awards for their work in biological sciences. Tom Maniatis, the Isidore S. Edelman Professor of Biochemistry and chair of the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics at Columbia ...
Lasker Foundation Welcomes Elias Zerhouni to Board of Directors

NEW YORK, Feb. 3 /PRNewswire/ — The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation announced today the election of Dr. Elias A. Zerhouni, the immediate past director of the National Institutes of Health and leader in biomedical research, to its Board of Directors.

Advances in Parkinson's disease treatment and breast cancer genetics earn prestigious prizes

8, 2014. (AP Photo/Lasker Foundation)The Associated Press NEW YORK – Key discoveries about breast cancer, Parkinson's disease and the body's handling of defective proteins have earned prestigious medical awards for five scientists. The Albert and Mary ...

The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation Announces Winners of Essay Contest

NEW YORK, Aug. 25, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation, a longtime advocate of medical research, today announced the winners of its inaugural essay contest which asked medical and health professions students and fellows to offer ...

Four Scientists Win Medical Awards From Lasker Foundation

NEW YORK, Sept. 25 -- A researcher who turned cataract surgery into a brief outpatient procedure
and three scientists who illuminated how some hormones and vitamins act on the body’s cells have won prestigious medical awards. The $50,000 prizes, from the ...
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Parkinson’s, cancer findings earn medical prizes

The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation announced the winners Monday. Each prize includes a $250,000 honorarium. The awards will be presented Sept. 19 in New York. The Lasker award for clinical medical research will be shared by Drs. Mahlon DeLong of Emory ...
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Alim Louis Benabid, Pioneer in Treatment of Parkinson’s Disease, Receives Lasker Foundation Award

Prof. Alim-Louis Benabid, chairman of the board of the French bio-medical research center Clinatec and member of the French Académie des Sciences, has been named co-winner of the prestigious 2014 Lasker~DeBakey Clinical Medical Research Award by the ...
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Pomeroy to lead Lasker Foundation

The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation, which for 68 years has championed the greatest advances in medical research, announced Wednesday (Jan. 23) the appointment of Claire Pomeroy as president of the Lasker Foundation. Pomeroy will join the foundation some ...
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NIH recruits three Lasker scholars
The NIH has selected three researchers as new Lasker Clinical Research Scholars as part of a joint initiative with the Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation to nurture the next generation of great clinical scientists. The program gives talented early-stage ... 

Bill Gates, five scientists win Lasker prizes

Microsoft Corp. founder Bill Gates and his wife, Melinda Gates ... Awards for medical research and contributions to public health. The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation announced the recipients of the $250,000 prizes on Monday. The awards will be presented ... 

NIH recruits three Lasker Clinical Research Scholars

“Identifying talented and innovative scholars early in their careers is paramount to building a robust cadre of physician-researchers,” said NIH Director Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D. “We hope this continued effort with the Lasker Foundation leads ... 

Measles and the tragic seduction of pseudoscience

... vaccination allowed a greater than 99% reduction in the number of U.S. measles cases, compared to the pre-vaccine era. As president of the Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation, I am proud that Dr. Hilleman received the 1983 Lasker Award for Public ...
Mahlon DeLong receives Lasker award for pioneering research in Parkinson's disease

The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation will present the 2014 Lasker-DeBakey Clinical Medical Research Award to Mahlon DeLong, MD, William Timmie Professor of Neurology at Emory University School of Medicine. DeLong will receive the award along with Alim ...

Lasker Winner Calls for More Genetic Testing for Cancer

The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation awards — often called the “American Nobels” in medical science — were announced Monday morning, and one of the winners used the spotlight to call for greatly widening the use of genetic screening for breast and ...

Lasker Foundation Appoints New President

NEW YORK, Jan. 23, 2013 /PRNewswire/ -- The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation, which for 68 years has championed the greatest advances in medical research, announced today the appointment of Claire Pomeroy, M.D., M.B.A., as President of the Lasker Foundation.

The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation Announces Winners of Essay Contest

NEW YORK, Aug. 25, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation, a longtime advocate of medical research, today announced the winners of its inaugural essay contest which asked medical and health professions students and fellows to offer ...
American Nobel: Screen Women for Cancer-Causing Genetic Mutations

One of this year's five winners of the so-called ‘American Nobels’ in medicine says every woman over the age of 30 needs to be tested for cancer-causing genetic mutations. The Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation's Award for Special Achievement will go ...

Achieving gender equality in science, engineering and medicine

It is time to move beyond just lamenting its loss and embrace the actions called for in this timely report,” Dr. Claire Pomeroy, President, the Lasker Foundation and a member of the IWISE Working Group. The IWISE Working Group reconvened in February 2015 ...

No news for Lasker Foundation right now. Check back soon!